Susan Hannah called the thirty-eighth meeting of the Committee to order at 9:00 in ET206. Other members present: Walt Branson, Jack Dahl, Jim Ferguson, Mark Franke, Bob Kostrubanic, Al Pugh, and Judie Violette.

### Approval of Minutes
Minutes from the April 19 meeting were approved.

### DS3/VIC Upgrade
Bob Kostrubanic reported that Verizon is preparing a contract proposal and that we plan to accept the proposal.

### Report from the Portals Review Group
The group has not been able to find other campuses that could demonstrate actual results related to implementing a portal system. Many campuses are considering portals and are enthusiastic about the concept, but high maintenance costs are a growing concern. Student response has been reported to be very positive.

The ITPC consensus was that the Web Advisory Committee should be a forum for improving our web site and growing it over time. The group has held its first meeting, focusing on planning for design and usability. Priority is to be given to the home page, then to enrollment services (including departments and programs), and then to community features, current students, and employees. There are likely to be policy implications that will be referred to ITPC with recommendations.

### Service Level Agreements
Bob Kostrubanic distributed Service Level agreement documents, including a Summary and a Status Report which showed lists of completed agreements, agreements under discussion, and agreements to be considered. The agreement for the Executive Classroom was also distributed as a sample. A draft of “Guidelines for Installation and Software Upgrade on Student-Access Lab Servers” was also distributed.
Campus Pipeline Usage
Walt Branson reported that the advertising associated with the system is not necessarily an issue. However, the system itself may not be an improvement which justifies an investment of resources. ITPC members generally agreed that creating a portal through Campus Pipeline should be low priority. After further discussion, the ITPC approved a motion recognizing that the campus was not ready to implement Campus Pipeline and endorsing a decision to allow the contract to lapse.

Packet Shaper/Sniffer Software
“Packet shaper” is the preferred term. ITS will prepare a draft of a public statement about the purpose for installing this kind of software. The result will be a system that does not block software like Napster but instead sets priorities for network traffic according to the type of traffic.

Other Items
Bob Kostrubanic reported that remote access is now available using network passwords.

Meeting Schedule for 2001-02
The schedule of meetings for 2001 - 2002 has been established. Meetings will be 9:00 - 10:30, in ET 206, on the following dates:

- September 20
- October 18
- Nov. 15
- Dec. 20
- January 17, 2002
- February 21
- March 21
- April 18
- May 16
- June 20

Future Agenda Items
For a future meeting
- Review of IT Services Strategic Plan and progress
- Update on SCT/Banner Migration Plan
- Report on Saturday lab hours and costs
- Await discussions by the academic and administrative user committees and other constituencies of possible imaging systems for the campus.
- Implementation of network inventory software
- Report on the extension of Walb lab hours
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